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Abstract
With the help of a simple recursive construction we give a computer-assisted proof that the
number of graceful labellings of a path of length n grows asymptotically at least as fast as
(5=3)n. Results of this type have found surprising applications in topological graph theory.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let T =(V; E) be a tree of order |V |= n whose vertices are properly two-coloured.
A graceful labelling of T is a bijection f : V →{1; 2; : : : ; n} such that the set of the
induced edge labels {|f(u) − f(v)|; uv∈E} is equal to {1; 2; : : : ; n − 1}. In addition,
if the graceful labelling f respects the proper vertex-two-colouring of T in the sense
that there exists a k such that any two vertices u, v have di;erent colours whenever
f(u)6k¡f(v), then f is said to be an -labelling of T .
The Ringel–Kotzig graceful tree conjecture that postulates the existence of a graceful
labelling of any tree has received a lot of attention; we refer to [4] for an extensive
survey. Despite all e;ort the conjecture remains widely open and has been proved for
a few special classes of trees only, listed on p. 2 and ;. of [4]. Recently [2], the
conjecture was computationally veri1ed for all trees of order 627.
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The concept of an -labelling was introduced in [7]. Not every tree has an -labelling;
the smallest counterexample has order 8. However, -labellings seem to have at least
some structure that enables us to combine them to construct labellings of larger trees
from labellings of smaller ones; for results of this type see [8,3].
The computational evidence obtained by the authors of [2] suggests that the number
of graceful labellings of a tree on n vertices grows very quickly with n. But because
the labellings do not show any patterns, it is very diIcult to obtain any estimates even
for very special classes of trees. Apparently, the only results in this direction are those
of [1], where it is shown that the number of -labellings of paths Pn of order n grows
asymptotically at least as fast as 1:3953n. The purpose of this note is to improve this to
(5=3)n, using a simple recursive construction (which also goes back to [1]) combined
with certain computational results.
Surprisingly, this result has an interesting application in topological graph theory, as
discovered in [5]. Embeddings of graphs in surfaces are often constructed by algebraic
tools. One of the prominent tools is the current assignment technique which enables to
construct embeddings of large graphs from comparatively smaller graphs equipped with
certain edge-labellings by elements of 1nite groups. Such assignments form the heart
of the proof of the famous Map Color Theorem [6]. As regards the role of graceful
labellings of paths in this context, [5] they induce current assignments on certain triva-
lent graphs which generate vertex-transitive triangular embeddings of complete graphs.
In particular, any improvements on lower bounds of the number of graceful labellings
of paths lead to improved bounds on the number of vertex-transitive triangulations of
complete graphs.
2. Results
Let f be an -labelling of a tree T of order n. The labelling Lf de1ned by Lf(v)=
n+ 1−f(v) is the complementary labelling to f; it is again an -labelling of T . We
say that two -labellings f and g of a tree T are equivalent if either g=f or Lf.
Let Pn be a path of order n and let i be an integer such that 16i6n. We say that
an -labelling of Pn is i-pendant if it assigns the label i to one of the pendant vertices
of Pn. A simple calculation [1] shows that an i-pendant -labelling of Pn for n=2t
necessarily assigns the label i + t to the second pendant vertex of the path.
Choose integers k; n; t such that 1¡k¡t and n¿k. Let f be a k-pendant -labelling
of the path Pn and let g be a k-pendant -labelling of the path P2t . We combine the
two labellings f and g to obtain labelling of the path Pn+2t as follows [1,8]. Assume
that vertices of both Pn and P2t are properly two-coloured black and white in such a
way that both f and g assign the label k to a black vertex. Insert a new edge joining
the black pendant vertex of Pn labelled k to the white pendant vertex of P2t labelled
k + t, forming thus a new path Pn+2t . De1ne a new labelling h on the vertex set of
the path Pn+2t by setting h(u)=f(u) + t for all vertices u∈Pn, and h(v)= g(v) or
h(v)= g(v) + n according as the vertex v∈P2t is black or white.
It is a matter of routine to check that the new labelling h is again a k-pendant
-labelling (of the path Pn+2t); this also follows from [1] or from the Proof of Lemma 1
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in [8]. The procedure may therefore be iterated ad libitum. Note that if f′ and g′ are
k-pendant -labellings of Pn and P2t , respectively, such that f is not equivalent with
f′, then the labellings h and h′ of Pn+2t obtained by the above process cannot be
equivalent.
Let k(n) denote the number of inequivalent k-pendant -labellings of the path Pn.
From the foregoing analysis (see also [1]) we have for n¿k and 1¡k¡t the inequality
k(n+ 2t)¿k(n)k(2t): (1)
Trivially, 1(n)= 1. As a consequence of a recursive formula for 2(n) it was shown
in [1] that 2(n)¿1:3953n for n suIciently large, which was the best lower bound on
the number of graceful labellings of Pn known so far.
We now show that inequality (1) has potential for better results. Let bk; t=(k(2t))1=(2t)
for 1¡k¡t and let ck; t be the minimum of k(n)=bnk; t taken over all n such that
k + 16n6k + 2t.
Theorem 1. Let n¿k¿1 and let t¿k. Then, the number of -labellings of the path
Pn is greater than ck; tbnk; t .
Proof. We prove a much more special statement, namely, k(n)¿ck; tbnk; t for n; t¿k¿1.
By de1nition of ck; t this is automatically true for k +16n6k +2t. Using (1) and the
fact that k(2t)= b2tk; t the induction step gives, for any n¿k + 2t,
k(n)¿k(n− 2t)k(2t)¿ck; tbn−2tk; t b2tk; t = ck; tbnk; t :
As k(n) counts inequivalent labellings only, the result follows.
Explicit bounds on the number of graceful labellings of paths can now be obtained
by determining the values of bk; t for various pairs k; t. Dimensions of this problem
grow rapidly, as for computation of bk; t one needs to check about [(t−1)!]2 labellings
if brute force is applied. Nevertheless, using a re1ned algorithm we have been able
to go up to the value t=13 (note that (12!)2¿2× 1017). For t¿8 the largest value
of k(2t) tends to occur for k = t=2	, and our computational results for these values
together with approximate values of bt=2; t are summed up in the following table:
t 8 9 10 11 12 13
t=2(2t) 237 898 4382 20652 110670 636408
bt=2; t 1.4074 1.4590 1.5208 1.5709 1.6224 1.6719
We thus have the following immediate consequence of Theorem 1:
Corollary 1. The number of graceful labellings of paths Pn is larger than (5=3)n for
su;ciently large n.
Our observations raise the interesting question whether or not bk; t tends to in1nity
if t→∞ (for, say, k = t=2	). For example, our numerical evidence shows that
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bt=2; t¿1 + 0:05t and hence t=2(2t)¿(1 + 0:05t)2t for 86t613. Validity of the
latter inequality for all suIciently large t would have a very interesting consequence
in topological graph theory—namely, it would show that the number of vertex-transitive
triangulations of surfaces by complete graphs has super-exponential growth.
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